Boyds Plush Animals 2001 Collector's Value Guide
Before our Collector’s Value Guide came along, no one knew how to collect Boyds plush animals. Now collectors know which bears or hares they have and which ones they have to get! This is the 6th edition of this perennial best-seller. The 2001 Edition includes: -Large, color photos of hundreds of Boyds plush animals -New releases for 2001 -Up-to-date secondary market values -A look at the "Head Bean Hisself," Gary M. Lowenthal, and his many television appearances.
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**Customer Reviews**

This is a wonderful guide for Boyd Plush collectors. This book has pictures of all plush. Also gives original prices as well as current values. There is a place to record the value of your collection for each of the pages towards the back of the guide. Highly recommend!

Wonderful paperback for Boyd Plush collectors. This book has great pictures, and identification details of all Boyd Plush. Best info for insurance purposes with original prices as well as current values. Super tool to update a database of your collection. Love it!

This price guide provides very useful information. The illustrations are very good, and I have found it to be a good tool for setting a value to my collection.

Very helpful for identifying bears without tags. And I enjoyed the pictures.